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Discovering Water Bugs

Background Information 

The first people to live in the upper Murrumbidgee area were the Ngunnawal, Ngambri and Ngarigo peoples. 
They have lived here for more than 21,000 years. Living in Country for such a long time they understood 
deeply how everything in nature is interconnected. They looked after the land and its animals, rivers and 
streams. This was very important to the First Australian people. They only took from the freshwater habitats 
what was needed and no more. They cared for Country and made sure that the environment was never hurt. 
As they cared for Country, it in turn, cared for them. This was their law.

For First Australian people, water is inherent in social, cultural and spiritual life. Waterbodies such as streams, 
rivers, lakes, lagoons and billabongs are often places of significance. These places are understood through 
careful observation and described through dreamtime stories and songs. The Rainbow Serpent, which is 
common to dreamtime references, is often associated with water and the creation of waterbodies. The 
changes that came with European settlement has meant that the environment, including our freshwater 
creeks and rivers continue to be at risk of becoming more degraded. This is why scientists and the community 
are also interested in careful observations that can tell us a lot about the health of our waterbodies.

Dragonfly Nymph, Image © Greg McDonald
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Physical testing of water such as measuring turbidity (how muddy) and temperature as well as chemical 
testing, such as measuring electrical conductivity (how salty, or specifically, the concentration of ions) is 
important and can give us some information about water quality. Long-term observation of plants and 
animals that live in and alongside a waterway can also be very helpful to our understanding of waterway and 
catchment health.

Water bugs, known by scientists as macroinvertebrates, live in the water for all or part of their life cycle. 
During that time, they remain exposed to the conditions of their watery home. For this reason, animals living 
in a waterway may be considered as the ‘historians’ of the place. If the water quality conditions are suitable 
to a particular water bug, then they are more likely to thrive and consequently be quite abundant. However, 
if conditions are not suitable to that particular water bug, they will, if possible, leave. If they can’t leave, they 
will remain but will not thrive and few, if any, will be found in that waterbody.

Different water bug types have differing needs, such as water quality condition. For example, excellent water 
quality is essential for sensitive water bug types, such as stonefly nymphs (juveniles), that need oxygen to 
breathe, just like us. They require high levels of dissolved oxygen to be available in the water, all the time. 
In contrast, tolerant water bug types such as snails and leeches have adapted to thrive in waters with low 
or highly variable levels of dissolved oxygen. Types of habitat are also important. Rocky creeks compared 
to farm dams will have differing communities of water bugs, even if the water quality is considered very 
good in both habitats. This is because flowing rocky creeks are aerated day and night by the interaction of 
the moving water with the overlying air. Aeration is much slower in standing bodies of water. Any animals 
or decomposing organic material in the water, will be continuously consuming oxygen. So it needs to be 
replenished. Water plants also provide oxygen to the water but only during daylight hours. Regardless of 
standing or flowing water, a greater diversity of habitat will allow for a greater diversity (different types) of 
water bugs. This can be an indicator of good environmental health.

Common pollutants include excessive organic material, silt, sediment and excessive nutrients (often in the 
form of Nitrates and Phosphates). All of these pollutants, in different ways can negatively impact on oxygen 
availability in a waterbody. Silt can clog gills of animals and smother aquatic plants which would otherwise 
produce oxygen through photosynthesis. Similarly, when the water is turbid, the ability of plants to produce 
oxygen is limited by reduced available light. Organics and excessive nutrients all result immediately or 
eventually to oxygen being depleted in the water column as dead or dying plant material is decomposed by 
bacteria. In the case of excessive ionic concentration, measured using electrical conductivity, many animals 
not adapted to the higher concentrations, suffer from what is known as osmostic stress.

In the upper primary school (Years 3–6) lesson plan, the concept of ‘pollution sensitivity’ is explored. In basic 
terms, there are groups of water bugs that are more sensitive to pollution or environmental disturbance 
than others. Their presence and abundance in a water bug survey can be used to directly interpret the water 
quality of the site they were collected from. A healthy system will have good numbers of water bugs and a 
good range of water bug types, including both sensitive and tolerant types.
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Lesson plan (Years K - 2)

Vocabulary

Water bug     Pollution     Water quality    Catchment    Waterbody

Objectives

Students will learn where water bugs live.

Students will gain a rudimentary understanding of water bug diversity

Students will identify some water bugs. 

Duration

2 - 4 hours.

Materials

Helpful information on water bug collecting for teaching purposes can be viewed on the YouTube clip titled 
‘Exploring the world of water bugs with students https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dD9KCO636xc

This will show you how you can collect waterbugs and use the equipment listed below.

Important: Sensitive water bugs need a good supply of dissolved oxygen to stay alive. This can be challenging 
on very hot days or if they are kept out of their creek for extended periods. Always return your animals back 
to where you collected them. Never transfer animals, water, leaf litter etc from one waterbody to another.

• Nets for collecting the water bugs, litter trays, ice cube trays, pipettes and spoons. *

• Buckets for holding water bugs caught in the field trip or before the lesson by the teacher. 

• Whiteboard or butcher’s paper.

• Drawing materials for students.

• Water bug Detective Guide, provides an identification resource for macroinvertebrates  
http://www.act.waterwatch.org.au/Files/Bugs/Macro%20Diagram%20Sheet%201.1.pdf

• The book ‘The Isabella Pond Regatta’ by Dr S. Skinner* (Teachers may wish to read this resource  
beforehand to assess suitability.) 

*Assistance can be provided for borrowing these items with your local Waterwatch Coordinator  
http://www.act.waterwatch.org.au
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Lesson plan

This lesson can be delivered in a simplified version in the classroom with preparation, or on a field trip. 
Field trips need to have sufficient competent adults to assist with student supervision as they will be near 
waterways.

Pre visit:

1. Before the lesson or field trip, explain to students that they are on First Nation Country and that people 
have lived here for over 21,000 years. Research with the students, which First Nation or language group 
covers their catchment.  The teacher might find a dreamtime story to tell the students or watch the 
dreamtime story Tiddalik (https://museumsvictoria.com.au/bunjilaka/about-us/creation-stories/) with the 
students. This will help in understanding the importance of caring for our waterways.

2. Show the students on the map where they will be going on the field trip (or where the water bugs were 
collected from if delivering classroom version). What is the name of the waterbody where the water bugs 
are collected? What is the First Australian name for it? How far away from the school is it? Is it close or 
far? Will it take a short or long time to travel there? How will you travel?

3. Ask the students to suggest what a ‘water bug’ might be. Can they name any?

4. Create your own water bug story or you can borrow and read ‘The Isabella Pond Regatta’ pointing out the 
main characters in the story. 

5. Discuss with students what they might expect to see on their field trip.

Water Bug catching:

Health warning: Contact with water from creeks, rivers and especially urban waterways (including any lakes, 
ponds or wetlands), can have associated health risks. Ensure younger students observe only. The teacher 
needs to use disposable gloves or utilise hand washing facilities, immediately after the activity. No food 
should be handled or consumed during the activity. Urban storm water may often be contaminated with 
bacteria or blue/green algae. After contact with storm water, skin irritation or gastric illness may occur if 
proper hygiene is not observed. 

1. At the site of the field trip, discuss with the students what natural features they notice in the landscape 
around them. Using their senses of seeing, hearing and smelling what can they tell about the waterbody? 
Can they see water movement? Can they see muddy or clear water? Are there sounds of water babbling, 
flowing or cascading, giving lots of air for the creatures? If there are no watery sounds, is this perhaps a 
standing body of water such as a pond or lake? Using their sense of smell, are there pleasant or unpleasant 
odours? What could this mean? 

2. Explain to the children that water bugs are delicate, and it is best to watch them without them needing 
to touch or catch them out of the tray. 

3. With much of the leaf litter removed—carefully inspecting to make sure no water bugs are still attached—
show the students a tray of water bugs. Alternatively, water bugs can be very carefully transferred by the 
teacher to a very small aquarium or similar transparent water holding container for viewing.
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4. Help with identification of ‘Walter Waterboatman’, ‘Billy Backswimmer’ and any of their friends. Allow 15 
to 20 minutes for this activity. 

5. Make a list of the different water bug types discovered and count how many of each type of water bug 
was found. Look at the shapes and features of the different water bugs, that make them different from 
each other. Just like many animals the students are familiar with, water bugs also come in a variety of 
shapes, sizes and means of locomotion. 

6. Return the water bugs, litter and water back to the waterbody where they were collected.

Back in the class room:

1. The teacher and students could now draw the creatures discovered.

2. Can the students move like their favourite water bug? 

3. Discuss with the students what differences did they see between the water bugs. Are there different 
colours, shapes and sizes? Which ones swim, crawl, slide, hide? Do any have shells or homes, soft bodies 
or hard bodies?

4. Discuss with the students how together the community can care for the waterways.
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Lesson Plan (Years 3 - 6)
Vocabulary

Water bugs     Larvae     Sensitivity     Food chain     Riffles     Tolerant    Catchment    Macroinvertebrate       
Pools     Pollution     Water quality     Nymph     Adaptation     Mandibles

Objectives

Students will identify water bugs and suggest what their presence indicates. Students will use water bugs 
to investigate the health of a waterway. Students will discuss threats to water quality in their catchment. 
Students will discuss ways humans have managed the catchment and how they can possibly improve water 
quality in their catchment.

Duration

2-4  hours.

Materials

• Primary School Waterwatch Kit (Litter trays, ice cube trays, pipettes, spoons, field guides, magnifying  
glasses, nets for field trip to collect water bugs) can be borrowed from your local Waterwatch Coordinator 
http://www.act.waterwatch.org.au

• Water bug colouring sheets from https://www.melbournewater.com.au/media/6916/download  
https://www.melbournewater.com.au/media/6906/download

• Helpful information on Water bug collecting for teaching purposes can be viewed on the YouTube clip 
titled ‘Exploring the world of waterbugs with students’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dD9KCO636xc

• ‘Water Bug’ poster, showing habitats, environmental health of waterbodies and macroinvertebrates. 
Hard colour copies available from your Waterwatch coordinator or download here;   
http://www.act.waterwatch.org.au/Files/education/WATERWATCH_POSTER.pdf 

 
• Water bug Detective Guide, providing an identification resource for macroinvertebrates

http://www.act.waterwatch.org.au/Files/Bugs/Macro%20Diagram%20Sheet%201.1.pdf 

• Drawing materials

Lesson plan

This lesson incorporates a field trip but an in-class adaptation relying more heavily on map resources, can be 
delivered. Field trips need to have sufficient competent adults to assist with student supervision as they will 
be near waterways.
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Pre visit:

1. Before the field trip explain to students that they are on First Nation Country and that people have lived 
here for over 21,000 years. Research with the students, which First Nation or language group covers their 
catchment. The teacher might find a dreamtime story to tell the students or watch the dreamtime story 
Tiddalink (https://museumsvictoria.com.au/bunjilaka/about-us/creation-stories/) with the students to aid 
in understanding the importance of caring for our waterways.

2. Explain to students that water bugs are considered by scientists to be good indicators of waterway 
health and that they are used in scoring systems based on the number and types of water bugs present. 
Waterwatch uses this sort of scoring to help understand the health of our waterways.

3. Discuss with the students what they might expect to see on their field trip. 

4. Ask students to search the internet for maps to investigate where they will be going on the field trip. Find 
the waterbodies in the landscape. Find the First Australian name for it. What are the boundaries of the 
regional First Nation on a map?

5. Explore with the students a possible definition of a ‘water bug’. Where might they be found?

6. Ask the students to share ideas of animals that could be expected to be found in freshwater and the 
different foods they might eat. Who might eat the water bugs?

7. Discuss ways that the presence (or absence) of water bugs could be influenced by human activity in the 
catchment.

8. Write these ideas down to revisit after further investigations.

Water Bug catching:

Health warning: Contact with water from creeks, rivers and especially urban waterways (including ANY 
lakes, ponds or wetlands), can have health risks. Ensure students either maintain ‘observer’ status, or have 
disposable gloves and hand washing facilities, immediately after the activity. Food shouldn’t be handled or 
consumed during lesson. Urban stormwater may often be contaminated with bacteria or blue/green algae. 
After contact with storm water, skin irritation or gastric illness may occur if proper hygiene is not observed.

See appendix “Waterwatch Water Bug Detective Guide” for more information on sampling water bugs.

1. At your waterway identify different ‘habitats’ within the stream area, such as riffles, pools and vegetation-
fringed edges. Collect samples with a fine meshed net from as many ‘habitats’ as you can, from the safety 
of the edge. Place in a bucket of water from the site, then distribute liquid and material (water bugs and 
all) into white litter trays.

2. Work with the students to set water bug handling rules. These should include:

• No more than 4 students to a tray for access and safety

• Letting the tray settle (not be moved or bumped) for a minute or two before approaching with spoons 
and pipettes if the students are to be successful in seeing bugs
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• The need for courtesy when sharing catching equipment. 

• The need for a little amount of water to be added to the ice trays to prevent bugs dying. 

3. Demonstrate to the students how to carefully capture, pick out of nets, sort and identify water bugs. 
(Younger students will need more assistance). 

4. Break the students into groups, each with a litter tray and selection of spoons and pipettes as well as an 
ice cube tray. 

5. Move between the groups offering help on capture techniques and assisting with identification. 

Make a list of the different water bug types discovered and count how many of each type of water bug was 
found. Add up the total number of water bug types you have discovered. Look at the shapes and features of 
the different water bugs, that make them different from each other. Just like many animals the students are 
familiar with, water bugs also come in a variety of shapes, sizes and means of locomotion. Discuss with the 
students what differences can they see between the water bugs. Look for different colours, shapes and sizes 
and see which ones swim, crawl, slide, hide. Do any have shells or homes, soft bodies or hard bodies? 

6. Instruct the students to each focus on one water bug, then: 

• Draw it

• Name it  

• Identify where it might live in the water

• Show its sensitivity as indicated by the colour coding on the Water Bug Detective Guide

• Count the number of this type of water bug found

• Suggest its adaptations, if possible (swimming, crawling, hiding, big claws, big jaws)

7. Return the water bugs, litter and water back to the waterbody where they were collected.

Back in the class room:

1. Discuss with the students how European settlement and current human activity might affect the water 
quality. 

2. Discuss water bug observations (or the lack thereof). Discuss what else they saw and their experience of 
the field trip. Explain to students how the First Australian peoples would have shared their own experience 
in Country with others through stories, mimicking and imitating what they saw in dance and expressing 
it symbolically in ceremony. 

3. Challenge the students to think of ways the community and they themselves could improve aquatic 
habitats and water quality along their waterway. Use scientific information available about the area (such 
as soil erosion or human activity). Discuss what might happen if the waterways were not taken care of.  
For example, continued soil erosion would make the water too muddy for water bugs and other animals 
such as fish, to survive, or the effects of removal of vegetation surrounding the waterway. 
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Additional resources and ideas can be found at H2OK’s website: 

https://www.environment.act.gov.au/water/ACT-Healthy-Waterways/h2ok/what-can-i-do/urban-residents

In-classroom adaptation

Create a critter: Print out and cut up the Macro-Modelling Deck (below) into cards. Give each student a 
“Habitat”, “Food” and “Protection” card. Ask them to create a water bug that fits their cards using clay, 
Fimo, craft or found objects. Invite students to describe their water bugs and allow the class to comment 
on its features. for successful outcomes, the features of the water bugs should be discussed beforehand.

The macro movie: Have the students write a play or make a video showcasing the adventures of several 
water bugs. Perform or screen the video for parents and friends.

Macro media: Have the students create and display posters to explain the importance and role of 
water bugs in their catchment. Or, have the students, using fine motor skills, colour either the ‘Sensitive 
waterbugs’ sheet or the ‘Wetlands waterbugs’ sheet. 

Maths challenge: Assist the students with using the Stream Condition Chart to score two ficticious streams 
based on one list of sensitive water bugs and one list of tolerant water bugs, which the teacher provides.

Glossary of Terms

Channel - A low lying path, eroded through the landscape in which the river or stream travels.

Glide - A stretch of smooth, flowing water, sometimes similar to a riffle but without broken, turbulent flow.

Habitat - An ecological or environmental niche that is inhabited by a particular type of animal or plant 
particularly suited to that niche.

Pool - A section of a river or creek in which the water is deep and the flow velocity low. Pools can sometimes 
be associated with greater channel width or immediately below waterfalls. They can be important refuges for 
fish, especially in hotter, drier seasons.

Riffle - A shallow stretch of a river or stream, where the flow velocity is high, and the water surface broken 
and turbulent. Riffles are often associated with larger substrate particles, such as cobbles and small boulders. 

Run - An area in a stream or river where water moves smoothly, unhindered by constrictions.

Sediment - Material composed of particles derived from processes of abrasion, weathering and erosion. It is 
subsequently transported by the action of fluids such as wind, water, or ice, and deposited when the force of 
gravity is greater than the force of transport.

Snags - Large woody debris lodged in a waterbody.

Substrate - The bed material that exists in the bottom of an aquatic habitat, such as silt, mud, sand, gravel etc
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Stream Condition Chart
From the total scores at the bottom of column 1 and 2 use the values to calculate a Stream Condition. From 

column 2 use the total no. of animals to find the abundance category. Use the scale on the side to rate abun-
dance category (0-5) and the total in column 1 to find the matching box. E.g. A sample with an abundance 
category of 4 and a total bug score of 40 will have a rating of ‘Very Good’.

 (Adapted from Waterwatch Victoria ‘Know your beasties!’, 2001)
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Macro-modelling Deck (Create-A-Critter exercise)
You will first have to make the cards (by cutting out the two tables into individual squares). Divide students 

into groups of 4 or 5. Give students one of each card colour and challenge them to create a macro-invertebrate 
from gathered craft supplies that fit the criteria the cards describe for them.
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Macro-modelling Deck (Create-A-Critter exercise)
PAge 2. Make the cards by cutting out the two tables into individual squares. 


